Be the BOSS of your fire with the Flame Boss. My sleep is valuable to me. Let the Flame Boss do all of the work
for you! It’s like BBQ insurance! The Flame Boss will monitor and maintain your fire, as well as monitor the
temperature of your food. It’s that easy!

The BEST lump on the market! Fogo Premium Lump Charcoal is a family
business working hard to make the best quality product possible.
You won’t find 3 lbs of dust in this lump!

Bring the art of Brazilian BBQ to your backyard. Think outside the lid and spin it to win it!
Fire + Food + Spin = a perfect combination! The Carson Rodizio has become a favorite in our household and
there’s nothing better than some Brazilian picahna!

I use a ton of different temperature monitoring devices. However, the Thermoworks Thermapen MK4 is the
ultimate decision maker. The new Mark 4 is waterproof and backlit for your convenience. Plus, it reads in any
direction. It’s a MUST for any cook.

The Thermoworks Smoke is a brand new wireless monitoring device. With a 300ft radius, you’ll never be too
far away to receive the signal. Great for those cooks using pellet cookers or pits without a pit controller.

The Pizza Porta turns any ceramic kamado into a wood fired pizza oven. The porta (door) allows you to reach
600F rapidly, allows you to maintain a steady temperature and allows a more efficient burn. At the same time,
reducing flashbacks during conventional cooking.

Medium Rare Chef Apparel makes industry apparel made by industry people. Crafted and designed by actual
chefs, cooks, servers, runners and bussers that know what is needed in the proper gear.

The Kick Ash Basket will revolutionize your grilling experience by providing a quicker light to your charcoal,
superior airflow and makes clean up a breeze.
Shake That Ash & Light That Fire!

Meat Church BBQ is a Texas based BBQ Rub Company. They boast the greatest flavor and color in BBQ. They
can be found heavily in the BBQ competition arena and in backyards across the world.

I.O.Shen are Japanese Master Grade Knives and is the choice of the professional chefs across the world. These
knifes are designed to work, not to be pretty to look at and designed with a perfect balance and ground to
hold an edge.
http://ioshen.co.uk/

The Concave Cutting board has revolutionized the cutting board industry. Unlike traditional boards that are
designed to channel the juice out and away from your food, the Concave pools the food’s natural juices to the
center of the board which allows the food to baste itself in it’s own juice. SAVE THE JUICE!!!

Genty’s BBQ is a startup BBQ company out of Orlando, FL. Their first offering to the market is Roscoe’s Mop
Sauce, a vinegar based mop. Its flavor is spectacular!

Grill Grates get those gorgeous grill marks that everyone longs for. At the same time, Grill Grates shield those
pesky flare-ups that char and burn your food. A must have!

